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Effect of surface steps on chemical ordering in the subsurface of Cu(Au) solid solutions
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Atomic steps are typically assumed to only influence surface phenomena of solids. In contrast, here we show,
using in situ atomic-resolution electron microscopy observations and atomistic modeling, the pronounced effect
from surface steps in inducing compositional and structural evolution in the subsurface of a Cu(Au) solid
solution. We find that Au surface segregation results in a stacked sequence of Cu-Au ordered phases in the
subsurface. The presence of a monatomic step at the surface induces the formation of an antiphase boundary
that extends from the surface step to deeper layers by maintaining the same composition profile associated with
each terrace. The bunching of surface steps induces chemical disordering of the Cu-Au ordered phases in the
subsurface region of the bunched steps. These results demonstrate the instant propagation of surface dynamics
of atomic steps into the subsurface region and can find broader applicability in utilizing surface defects to tune
the composition and structure in the subsurface of alloys.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although phase diagrams delineating the thermodynamic
conditions for phase stability in bulk alloys are well es-
tablished, the composition and structure at an alloy surface
usually differ from those of the bulk. This phenomenon,
referred to as surface segregation, has received significant
attention because it influences a variety of materials prop-
erties including adsorption, catalysis, oxidation/corrosion,
wetting, friction/wear, adhesion, and electrical contact [1–5].
A microscopic understanding of the surface properties of mul-
ticomponent materials requires as a prerequisite atomic-scale
understanding of surface segregation induced compositional
and structural changes. Despite this importance, dynamically
understanding the microscopic processes governing the onset,
promotion, and termination of surface segregation has rarely
attained, mainly due to experimental difficulties in atomically
and simultaneously monitoring the dynamic spatial-temporal
processes of structure and composition evolution in both the
surface and subsurface regions.

Surface and subsurface are intrinsically coupled during a
segregation process because of required atomic exchanges
between the surface and subsurface regions [6–9]. Therefore,
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segregation induced composition and structure dynamics at
the outermost surface layers may propagate toward deeper
atomic layers in the subsurface region. Insight into such
surface-subsurface interplay is needed for understanding the
fundamental features of segregation. Deconvoluting the sur-
face and subsurface interplay has been a major challenge.
Although surface-sensitive spectroscopic techniques such as
Auger electron spectroscopy and photoemission spectroscopy
are useful to investigate the composition in the near surface
region, they are not structure sensitive and incapable of un-
ambiguously differentiating between surface and subsurface.
This is because the detected signal intensity is a temporal
and spatial superposition of signals originating from several
atomic layers, thus yielding an average composition across the
probing depth. While other techniques such as ion scattering
spectroscopy and low-energy electron diffraction are surface
specific and can provide both surface composition and struc-
ture information when used complementarily, they lack spatial
resolution and are prone to averaging errors. Scanning tunnel-
ing microscopy is one of the few techniques suitable to obtain
site-selective quantitative information. However, besides the
fact that STM results are difficult to interpret if there are more
than two atomic species involved, it lacks the capability of
resolving the structure in deeper atomic layers and cannot be
used at elevated temperature which is often needed to drive
segregation and reach equilibrium.

Moreover, the study of segregation phenomena has been
mostly focused on well-defined single crystals [7,10]. How-
ever, even the surface of a single crystal is still far from
being perfect, containing a large number of defects such
as atomic steps. Atomic steps—a defect common to crystal
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surfaces—are thought to have a strong influence on surface
properties such as chemical reactivity and crystal growth be-
cause the reduced coordination at step sites facilitates bond
breaking/making with foreign species [11–15]. The ability to
predict surface dynamics under such nonequilibrium condi-
tions is often compromised by the poor knowledge of the
surface-subsurface interplay of surface segregation phenom-
ena. Understanding segregation is further complicated by the
presence of surface defects and surface-subsurface interplay
at surface defect sites.

In contrast, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is
not subject to the aforementioned limitations by the tradi-
tional surface science tools and offers the opportunity to study
segregation phenomena by providing precise information on
the atomic scale for both the surface and subsurface regions.
Particularly, TEM has advanced significantly in recent years
and enables the time-resolved study of surface segregation
by flowing a reducing gas in the sample area to prevent
the surface from oxidation (thereby maintaining the surface
cleanliness) while simultaneously probing atomic structural
evolution from the outermost surface layer to deeper atomic
layers. Here we describe dynamic, atomic-scale TEM obser-
vations of the segregation in a Cu(Au) solid solution. Through
the use of in situ TEM to spatially and temporally resolve
the dynamic interplay between surface segregation and com-
positional ordering in the subsurface of the Cu(Au) solid
solution, here we report the pronounced effect of surface steps
in inducing dramatic compositional and structural changes to
the subsurface, resulting in the formation of antiphase bound-
aries or chemical disordering, depending on the terrace widths
between adjacent steps. This phenomenon cannot be readily
revealed because of the difficulty of unambiguously differen-
tiating the surface and subsurface and their interactions at the
defect sites.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Cu-20 at. % Au(100) single-crystal thin films were used
for the in situ TEM experiments. The Cu-Au thin films were
prepared by e-beam co-evaporation of Cu and Au, where the
alloy composition was controlled by the evaporation rate of
the two e guns. The Cu20Au80 (100) single-crystal thin films
with a nominal thickness of ∼50 nm were deposited on the
NaCl(100) substrate. The grown films were removed from the
NaCl substrate by flotation in deionized water, washed, and
mounted onto a TEM specimen holder. The films have good
continuity over large areas with uniform distribution of Cu
and Au. Quantitative analysis of the energy-dispersive x-ray
spectra was performed to confirm the targeted composition
of the as-prepared Cu-Au film by controlling the evaporation
rate of the two electron guns. In situ TEM experiments were
conducted using a dedicated environmental TEM equipped
with an objective-lens aberration corrector. The as-loaded Cu-
Au film was cleaned inside the TEM by annealing the film at
∼350 °C in H2 atmosphere (pH2 = 1 × 10−3 Torr) to remove
any native oxide. The complete removal of the oxide and
surface cleanliness was confirmed by electron diffraction and
electron energy loss spectroscopy. At the same time, holes
and tears with faceted edges can be formed in the thin film
from the heating process. This is analogous to the cleavage

of crystals in vacuum. The freshly generated facets are atom-
ically clean and ideal for cross-sectional TEM observations
of Au segregation induced structural changes that occur in
the surface and subsurface area. The dynamic observations of
Au-segregation induced structural and composition evolution
were performed by in situ TEM imaging in the cross-sectional
view and in the presence of H2 gas flow to ensure the sur-
face cleanliness of the sample. To rule out any artifacts from
electron beam irradiation affecting the in situ TEM results,
the e-beam effect was carefully minimized by adjusting the
imaging condition in one area and then moving to a neighbor-
ing, fresh area for high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging. In
addition, our TEM observations by blanking and unblanking
the electron beam confirmed that the electron beam effect
has a negligible effect on the observed Cu-Au ordering and
surface dynamics of atomic steps. Notably, the in situ HRTEM
imaging experiments were performed with thin film speci-
mens at elevated temperature in the presence of gas flow,
where significant atomic mobility and thermal drift can af-
fect detrimentally the image contrast and resolution that can
be achieved in practice. Ex situ high-angle annular dark-
field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-
STEM) was performed to complement the in situ HRTEM
observations.

The density functional theory (DFT) calculations were per-
formed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
[16] with the projector augmented wave approach [17]. The
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [18] exchange-correlation functional
was used to evaluate the exchange-correlation energy, with
the plane wave cutoff energy of 500 eV. A Monkhorst-Pack
[19] k-point grid of 6 × 6 × 1 was used for all surface slab
calculations. A supercell approach was used to model the
surfaces with a vacuum region of 12 Å in the direction normal
to the surface, minimizing the interaction between periodic
images. The slab model has 20 atomic layers, among which
the bottom five layers are fixed at their bulk crystal deter-
mined positions and all the other atoms are allowed to fully
relax their positions. All the structures were relaxed until the
residual force acting on each atom was lower than 0.01 eV/Å.
To compute the lattice constant of random solid solution of
Cu20Au80, special quasirandom structures (SQSs) [20] were
generated using the ATAT code [21]. In order to achieve enough
randomness for the structure, a bulk supercell of 100 atoms
(80 Cu atoms and 20 Au atoms) was used in this work. A
Monkhorst-Pack [19] k-point grid of 3 × 3 × 4 was used
for this bulk calculation. The lattice constant was obtained as
a0 = 3.769 Å for random Cu20Au80 solid solution, which is in
agreement with experimental value of a0 = 3.776 Å [22].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first determine the Au-segregation profile for an atom-
ically flat surface. Figure 1(a) shows a [001] zone-axis
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of a (100) surface of
the Cu20Au80 at 350 °C and pH2 = 1 × 10−3 Torr of H2. The
subsurface region (with a thickness of ∼3 nm) has well-
developed superlattice contrast, indicating Au-enrichment
induced chemical ordering. This is also consistent with the
Cu-Au phase diagram of the stability of the ordered phases
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FIG. 1. Identification of the Au-segregation profile and composi-
tional ordering in Cu20Au80 solution at T = 350 ◦C and pH2 = 1 ×
10−3 Torr. (a) HRTEM image of a (100) plane showing the formation
of ordered phases in the subsurface. Upper inset: zoomed-in view of
the area marked by the red rectangle. Right inset: simulated HRTEM
image using the structure model in (c). (b) [010] projected views of
Cu3Au-L12, CuAu-L10, and CuAu3-L12. (c) DFT-optimized struc-
ture. (d) Au-composition profile based on the stacking sequence of
the ordered phases identified from (a)–(c).

up to ∼390 °C [23]. Based on the [001] projected views of
the three Cu-Au ordered phases [Fig. 1(b)], the superlattice
contrast from the 6th to 11th layers matches Cu3Au-L12 while
the contrast from the 4th to 5th layers is consistent with
CuAu-L10. Similarly, the 3rd layer consists of alternate Au
and Cu columns, but with the bright and faint contrast op-
posite to those in the 7th, 9th, and 11th layers of the Cu3Au
region, indicating the opposite packing sequence of Au and
Cu atoms in the 3rd layer from Cu3Au-L12. This is consistent
with the difference in the packing of Au and Cu atoms in
Cu3Au and CuAu3 [Fig. 1(b)], and the 3rd layer can thus be
regarded as a single layer of CuAu3-L12.

The 2nd layer shows significantly dimmed lattice contrast
in alternate atom columns. The intensity of bright columns in
the 2nd layer is almost the same as the bright ones in the 3rd
layer. Consequently, the bright columns in the 2nd layer are
assigned as pure Au. However, the overall intensity of the faint
columns in the 2nd layer is much weaker than that of the cor-
responding columns in the 3rd layer, implying a composition
difference. There are many possibilities about the composition
of the dimmed columns in the 2nd layer. According to the
analysis below, we assign the dimmed atom columns in the
2nd layer as the alternate presence of Au atoms and vacancies
along the e-beam direction (i.e., 50 at. % Au and 50 at. %
atomic vacancies). Based on the strong bright contrast of atom
columns in the topmost layer and the trend of increasing Au
concentration toward the surface, we assign pure Au atoms
in the outmost surface layer. Although atomic columns in the
topmost layer are resolved, the shape of the atom columns
is slightly elongated, probably due to fast surface movement
of Au atoms at elevated temperature. The atom columns in
the 2nd layer are misaligned with the underlying lattice by
half lattice spacing, as indicated by the red arrows in the inset
zoom-in view in Fig. 1(a). This suggests that Au in the 2nd

layer is located at the bridge sites of underlying atoms in
the 3rd layer instead of the normal face-centered cubic (fcc)
hollow sites, resulting in the observed misalignment between
the 2nd and 3rd layers. Au columns between the surface and
2nd layers are well aligned, indicating that Au atoms in the
surface layer locate at the normal fcc hollow sites of the 2nd
layer.

Comparisons between the experimental and simulated
HRTEM images are used to identify the Cu-Au ordered phases
formed from the interplay of Au segregation and composi-
tional ordering. The HRTEM imaging shows the formation
of Cu3Au-L12, CuAu-L10, and CuAu3-L12 with sequentially
increasing Au concentration from inner layers toward the sur-
face. Based on the experimental HRTEM observations shown
in Fig. 1(a), we construct a structure model based on the above
analysis and use density-functional theory (DFT) to obtain
the minimum-energy structure [Fig. 1(c)]. The DFT-obtained
minimum structure is then used to perform HRTEM simu-
lations (see Supplemental Material Fig. S1 [24]) for direct
comparison to the experimental HRTEM images. The inten-
sity profiles of the atom columns taken along the different
lines marked in Supplemental Material Figs. S2(a) and S2(d)
are shown in Fig. S2(e)–S2(h) [24]. Intensity profiles of the
simulated HRTEM image closely match those of the exper-
imental HRTEM image. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a),
the simulated image based on the DFT-optimized structure
[Fig. 1(c)] reproduces the characteristic superlattice contrast
and is broadly consistent with the experimental HRTEM im-
age including intensity profiles along different lattice planes
[24]. Figure 1(d) is the Au-composition profile based on the
above structure analysis, having 100% of Au for the 1st and
5th layers and 50% of Au for the 2nd, 3rd, 7th, 9th, and 11th
layers. It is worth mentioning that the H2 gas has no influence
on the observed segregation other than providing a reducing
environment to maintain the surface cleanliness because of
high dissociation barriers of H2 molecules on Cu and Au
surfaces [25,26]. Even for atomic H, it bonds weakly to Cu
and Au, and desorbs from Au surfaces above −163 °C [27]
and from Cu surfaces above ∼22 °C [28]. This is consistent
with our ambient-pressure x-ray photoelectron measurements,
showing no noticeable differences in the surface composition
of Cu3Au(100) during annealing between ultrahigh vacuum
and H2 gas [29].

Figure 2 shows the dynamic interplay between surface
migration of steps and structure evolution in the subsurface
before reaching the equilibrium segregation (Fig. 1). Figires
2(a)–2(d) show the initial-stage segregation along with the
motion of a monatomic step (see Supplemental Material in
situ movie 1 [24]) where chemical ordering in the subsurface
is still not fully developed. As marked by the yellow rectangle
in the enlarged view of the red box [Fig. 2(a)], all the atom
columns in the 4th layer of the subsurface region in front of the
surface step show bright contrast, suggesting a pure Au layer
in the marked region. This Au layer grows and propagates
synchronously with the retraction motion of the step, and the
atom columns evolves into alternate bright and faint contrast.
This trend becomes more apparent upon further retraction
of the step and the superlattice contrast in the same region
becomes increasingly sharper with time [Fig. 2(c)], indicative
of improved chemical order. The retraction motion of the step
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FIG. 2. In situ atomic-scale imaging of surface-step motion induced composition/structure evolution in the subsurface of Cu(Au) at T =
350 ◦C and pH2 = 1 × 10−3 Torr. (a)–(d) Migration of a monatomic step (Supplemental Material in situ TEM movie 1 [24]). The surface
consists of two terraces separated by a monatomic step. Insets: enlarged view of the areas marked by dashed red boxes, the inset yellow
rectangles mark the same atomic layer. (e)–(h) Migration of two bunched steps (Supplemental Material in situ TEM movie 2 [24]). The surface
consists of three terraces separated by two monatomic steps. The yellow rectangles mark the subsurface region of the narrow terrace in the
middle. The red arrows mark the two bunched steps. (i)–(l) Migration of three bunched steps (Supplemental Material in situ TEM movie 3
[24]). The surface consists of three terraces separated initially by a double-layer atomic step and one monatomic step, as indicated by the
red arrows. The dashed red boxes mark the subsurface region of the bunched steps. The yellow rectangles mark the same atomic layer in the
subsurface of the wide terrace.

is reversed to the forward motion by step-edge attachment of
surface adatoms. Strikingly, this also reverts the ordered layer
to a chemical disorder state, as evidenced by the observed
transition from the superlattice contrast to the nearly uniform
lattice contrast [marked by the yellow rectangles in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)].

Figures 2(e)–2(h) show the subsurface evolution upon the
surface motion of two bunched steps. The surface consists of
two wide terraces separated by one narrow terrace bounded
with two monoatomic steps [Fig. 2(e)]. Initially, the subsur-
face region of the two wide terraces displays well-developed
superlattice contrast, whereas the subsurface of the narrow
terrace shows relatively uniform lattice contrast (the region
marked by the yellow box). This indicates the strong tendency
of chemical ordering in the subsurface of the wide terraces
but disordering in the subsurface of the bunched steps. As
seen from Supplemental Material in situ movie 2 [24] and
Figs. 2(f)–2(h), the surface steps exhibit forward/backward
motions as a result of attachment/detachment of atoms at the
step edges, consistent with the modeling prediction of step
motion with surface steps as both the sources and sinks of
segregated adatoms and advacancies [30]. Surprisingly, this
in turn induces the forward/backward motion of the ordered
subsurface regions of the two wide terraces. Debunching of
the steps results in the widening of the terrace in the middle

and correspondingly induces more ordering in the subsurface
region of the terrace, as indicated by the improved superlattice
contrast [Fig. 2(h)]. Our in situ observations indicate that the
shrinkage in the terrace width to less than ∼3 nm induces
chemical disordering in the subsurface whereas widening the
terrace width favors ordering in the subsurface of the terrace.

Figures 2(i)–2(l) illustrate another example of the step-
bunching induced structure evolution in the subsurface
(Supplemental Material in situ movie 3 [24]). The surface
consists of three terraces separated by single and double-layer
atomic steps [Fig. 2(i)]. In the beginning, the terrace in the
middle is relatively wide, and the subsurface of all the three
terraces is relatively ordered. The terrace shows retraction
motion by atom detachment at the double-layer step, resulting
in bunching of the three steps [Fig. 2(j)]. Correspondingly, the
subsurface of the bunched steps exhibits the order → disorder
transition, as indicated by significantly weakened superlattice
contrast in the region marked by the red rectangle [Fig. 2(j)].
Meanwhile, the superlattice contrast in the layer marked by
the yellow rectangle in Fig. 2(j) evolves into uniform bright
contrast [Fig. 2(k)], indicative of its composition change to
pure Au upon the retraction motion of the bunched steps. This
process is reversed by de-bunching the steps and the terrace
in the middle grows wider by the advancement of the surface
step [Fig. 2(l)]. As a result, the atom columns marked by the
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FIG. 3. Au segregation at stepped surfaces of the Cu(Au) at T = 350 ◦C and pH2 = 1 × 10−3 Torr. (a) (100) surface consisting of a
monatomic step. Atomic layers marked with the rectangles of the same color have the same phase and composition. The monatomic step
results in antiphase boundary formation by the misalignment of the ordered phases in the subsurface of the two terraces. (b) 3D illustration of
the atomic structure in (a). (c) (100) surface consisting of two wide terraces and one narrow terrace separated by two monatomic steps. The
subsurface of the narrow terrace is denoted by the dashed lines. The dashed red rectangle shows that the deeper layers of the subsurface of all
the three terraces exhibit the same Cu3Au-L12 ordering. (d) Three-dimensional (3D) illustration of the atomic structure in (c).

yellow rectangle in Fig. 2(l) show the tendency to develop into
the superlattice contrast again. Figure 2 also shows that the lat-
tice contrast in the bulk (deeper from the subsurface) remains
nearly unchanged throughout the observations, indicating that
the effect from the surface-step motion propagates only into
the subsurface by a thickness of ∼3 nm.

Figure 3 further illustrates the effect of surface steps on the
Au-segregation profile after relatively prolonged annealing of
the Cu80Au20 solid solution to approach the equilibrium. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows a surface consisting of two wide (100) terraces
separated by a monoatomic step. The subsurface of the two
terraces exhibits well-developed superlattice contrast. Atomic
layers marked by the rectangles of different colors represent
different ordered phases based on the characteristic super-
lattice contrast of Cu3Au-L12, CuAu-L10, and CuAu3-L12

(Fig. 1). The two terraces have the same Au composition
profile as that in Fig. 1, as evidenced by the same stacking
sequence of the different ordered phases in the subsurface
of each terrace. Because of the monatomic step, the ordered
Cu-Au phases in the subsurface of the two terraces also shifts
by one atom spacing. This results in an antiphase boundary
along which the different ordered phases in the subsurface
region of the two terraces are shifted by the surface height
of the atom step, as indicated by the purple line in Fig. 3(a)
and the purple plane in Fig. 3(b).

Figure 3(c) shows a (100) surface consisting of two wide
terraces and a narrow terrace in the middle, separated by two
monatomic steps. This surface configuration resembles step
bunching with significantly narrowed terrace widths in the
bunched region. The subsurface of the two wide surface ter-
races shows the same stacking sequence of the ordered phases
as that in Figs. 1 and 3(a). As indicated by the two purple lines
in Fig. 3(c), the lattice contrast for the topmost seven atom

layers of the subsurface of the narrow surface terrace cannot
be reliably assigned to any of the ordered phases, consistent
with the step-bunching induced chemical disordering (Fig. 2).
However, this step bunching effect dies out toward the deeper
region [marked by the red rectangle in Fig. 3(c)], where the
superlattice contrast of the entire region matches Cu3Au-L12.
Figure 3(d) shows the corresponding 3D illustration of the
stepped surface in Fig. 3(c).

To further confirm the in situ HRTEM observations of
the Au-segregation induced Cu-Au ordering, ex situ HAADF
imaging was performed with the annealed Cu(Au) solid solu-
tion using aberration-corrected STEM. Figure 4(a) is a typical
HAADF image showing the characteristic lattice feature of
the Cu3Au-L12 ordered structure in the relatively deep sub-
surface region as marked by the red box, where the bright
and faint dots correspond to Au and Cu columns, respectively.
This corroborates well with the in situ HRTEM observations
in Figs. 1 and 3, showing the formation of the Cu3Au-L12

ordered phase in the deeper layers. The ordering feature and
segregation profile in the surface and near subsurface region
is not well resolved in Fig. 4(a), which can be attributed to
the electron beam effect from the STEM experiments with a
condensed beam probe. The long acquisition time (8.5 s per
frame) and higher probe current density required for STEM
imaging resulted in some damage to the surface region (by
knocking out atoms from the edge area). This is different from
the HRTEM imaging mode in the in situ TEM observations,
which had a more uniformly spread beam and faster frame
rate (0.5 s per frame) to capture atomically resolved images
of the surface dynamics. Figure 4(b) illustrates a HAADF
image, showing the significantly weakened image contrast in
the topmost layer due to the beam damage effect. However,
it can still be resolved that the surface consists of two wide
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FIG. 4. Ex situ HAADF STEM micrographs of the Cu(Au) solid
solution annealed at 350 °C in vacuum. (a) HAADF image illus-
trating the characteristic Cu3Au-L12 ordering in the relatively deep
atomic layers. (b) HAADF image showing the presence of two wide
terraces separated by a monoatomic surface step (marked by the
green line). The red rectangles mark the two atomic layers showing
the L12 ordering of Cu and Au atoms in the subsurface region of
the two terraces. The misalignment of the two atomic layers by
one atom spacing along the monoatomic step direction indicates the
tendency to form an antiphase boundary. (c) HAADF image showing
the presence of surface ledges in a region far away from the sample
edge, where the surface ledges are dominated by atom columns with
brighter contrast, indicating the tendency to form pure Au atom
columns along the ledges. The insets in (a)–(c) are the corresponding
structure models of the regions marked by the red boxes.

terraces separated by a monoatomic step. As marked by the
red rectangles, the alternate arrangement of bright and faint
dots indicates the L12 ordering of Au and Cu atoms in the
subsurface of the two terraces. The misalignment of the two

atomic layers by one atom spacing along the monoatomic
step direction indicates the tendency to form an antiphase
boundary, consistent with the in situ TEM imaging shown
in Fig. 3(a). Figure 4(c) is a HAADF image obtained from
a region that is relatively far away from the sample edge area,
for which the atoms are less likely knocked out by the electron
beam, and atoms along the ledges, therefore, can be imaged.
As seen in Fig. 4(c), the atom columns along the surface
ledges show brighter image contrast. This indicates that the
outermost surface layer is indeed dominated by Au atoms,
also consistent with the in situ HRTEM observations shown
in Figs. 1–3.

Furthermore, DFT modeling was performed to elucidate
the energetics of segregation profiles from the in situ TEM
observations. Figure 5(a) shows the structure model with the
identical stacking sequence of the Cu-Au ordered phases iden-
tified from our HRTEM observation (Fig. 1) along with ten
bottom layers of Cu20Au80 fcc solid solution [24]. Specif-
ically, the composition profile is composed of an outmost
pure Au layer, one layer of ordered CuAu3-L12, two layers
of ordered CuAu-L10, and six layers of ordered Cu3Au-L12.
For comparison, we also constructed ten alternative compo-
sition profiles of the random Cu20Au80 solid solution (Fig.
S3 [24]), as depicted in Fig. 5(b). All these structures are
the slabs containing 20 layers of atoms and four atoms per
layer. The total concentration of Au is 0.3 in all these struc-
tures, while the local composition profile is as follows: 1st
layer 100% Au, 2nd–4th layers 50% Au, and 5th–10th layers

FIG. 5. (a) Atomic model of the (100) ordered segregation profile. (b) Ten alternative random solid solution models of the Cu-Au alloy. (c)
DFT-computed relative enthalpies of ten alternative surface profiles of the random solid solutions in (b) with respect to the ordered segregation
profile in (a).
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FIG. 6. (a) Schematic of the stepped surface with an antiphase boundary (colored in blue, top panel) and a stacking fault (colored in
red, lower panel) in the subsurface. (b) Atomic models of the stepped surface with an antiphase boundary (blue parallelogram) beneath the
monatomic step and the stepped surface with a subsurface stacking fault (red parallelogram) beneath the surface terrace. (c) DFT-calculated
energies of the antiphase boundary and stacking fault as a function of the terrace width. Their intersection corresponds to the critical terrace
width, beyond which the antiphase boundary formation is energetically more favored over the stacking fault.

25% Au. These composition values are identical with the
ones of the experimentally observed stacking of the ordered
structures in the subsurface [Fig. 5(a)], so the differences in
enthalpy indicate their relative stability. It should be noted
that modeling the full segregation profile shown in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d) is computationally challenging because of the large
number of atoms needed for constructing the supercells con-
sisting of multiple layers of the three Cu-Au ordered phases
and the random Cu(Au) solid solution. Therefore, the second
layer of pure Au in Fig. 1(c) is omitted in all the structure
models of our DFT calculations. This omission of the pure
Au layer does not change our conclusion because we only
compare the relative stability of the segregation profile of
the ordered Cu-Au phases with the alternative random Cu-
Au solid solutions. Our DFT results [Fig. 4(c)] predict that
the Au-segregation profile of Fig. 5(a) has a lower enthalpy
than all the alternative profiles examined, in good agreement
with our experimentally observed stacking sequence of the
ordered phases. This is further confirmed by including the
configurational entropy contribution, which has the form of
�S = −R(XCulnXCu + XAulnXAu), where XCu and XAu are the
mole fraction of Cu and Au in the alloy. Using the DFT cal-
culated enthalpies shown in Fig. 5(c), it can be predicted that
the Cu-Au ordering in Fig. 5(a) is stable against the alternative
random solid solution profiles at temperature up to ∼328 °C,
which corroborates well with our experimental temperature of
350 °C.

We then illustrate the effect of surface steps on chemical
ordering in the subsurface. As shown in Figs. 1–3, monatomic
steps result in antiphase boundaries, along which the three
ordered phases in the subsurface of adjacent wide terraces are
shifted by the surface height of the step. We constructed two
stepped surfaces consisting of two terraces and a monatomic
step [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)]. In one of the stepped structures,
the two terraces are vertically shifted by one atomic layer to
form an antiphase boundary in the subsurface. In the other
structure, for comparison, a stacking fault is introduced to the
second layer. In this way, there is no antiphase boundary be-
tween the ordered phases. Consequently, the energetics of the
two stepped structures differs mainly between the antiphase
boundary energy (EAPB) and stacking fault energy (ESF). Fig-
ure 6(c) shows our DFT-computed energies of the antiphase

boundary and stacking fault, illustrating the relative stability
of the two defects as a function of the terrace width L. The
antiphase boundary energy is independent of L whereas the
stacking fault energy increases linearly with L. For narrow
terraces, the formation of stacking faults is dominant; for
wide ones, the antiphase boundary formation becomes more
favorable. Therefore, the critical terrace width L∗ can be de-
termined by balancing the antiphase boundary energy (EAPB)
and the stacking fault energy (ESF), as given in Eq. (1):

EAPB − ESF × L∗ = 0. (1)

The EAPB and ESF can be found by DFT calculations using
the atomic structure models in Fig. 6(b). The calculated EAPB

is 0.442 eV for an area of
√

2a0 in length by 5a0 in height,
where a0 = 3.769 Å is lattice constant for this alloy, corre-
sponding to the antiphase boundary structure in Fig. 6(b). The
subsurface stacking fault energy is 14.5 meV/Å for the area
of the same length

√
2a0 with the unit terrace width for the

stacking fault structure in Fig. 5(b). As shown in Fig. 5(c),
L* obtained from our DFT calculations is ∼3.1 nm. This
agrees well with our TEM observations, showing the forma-
tion of a stable antiphase boundary in the subsurface region
of the stepped surface with terrace widths greater than ∼3 nm
[Fig. 3(a)]. By contrast, the subsurface of bunched steps is
poorly ordered [Figs. 2(e)–2(l), and 3(c)]. This is attributed
to the narrow terrace widths of the bunched steps, where the
formation of less ordered structures (such as stacking faults)
outcompetes with the extra energy costs for the formation of
antiphase boundaries for the well-ordered phases.

It is worth mentioning that the observed minimum terrace
width of 3 nm for the stabilization of the chemical ordering is
not an occasional event in our experiments as it is confirmed
by multiple observations at different places of the sample
(Figs. 2 and 3). This is further confirmed by the good cor-
respondence between the experimentally observed minimum
terrace width for the stabilization of chemical ordering and the
calculated critical terrace width for balancing the domain wall
energy cost. It should also be borne in mind that the degree
of chemical ordering depends on temperature [31–34], which
in turn may affect the energy balance between an antiphase
boundary and a stacking fault. Our energy balance model
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can be employed to predict such a temperature effect on the
minimum terrace width for the stabilization of the chemi-
cal ordering. This can be performed by first experimentally
determining the chemical ordering behavior at a particular
temperature of interest, based on which the energies of the
corresponding antiphase boundaries and stacking faults can
be computed by DFT. In this way, the minimum terrace width
at the specific temperature can be predicted by substituting the
DFT computed energies into Eq. (1).

Cu-Au is a model system for understanding surface segre-
gation phenomena in alloys [32,35–43]. Most surface science
studies were focused on stoichiometric intermetallic com-
pounds of Cu-Au, for which the surface enrichment of Au
is not significant because of the pairwise atomic interactions
[10,32,35,36,44,45]. By contrast, here we dealt with the seg-
regation in a Cu-Au solid solution alloy. The formation of
a stack of CuAu3-L12, CuAu-L10, and Cu3Au-L12 ordered
phases in the subsurface (Fig. 1) can be attributed to the strong
interplay between surface segregation and chemical ordering
[46–51]. The resulting Au-segregation profile [Fig. 1(d)] does
not follow the monotonic oscillatory decay of Au in ordered
Cu3Au [10,36,44], indicating a significant difference in seg-
regation between random solid solution and stoichiometric
intermetallic alloys. Although step edges were shown to have
stronger segregation than terraces [52–55], segregation, sur-
face steps, antiphase boundaries, and chemical disordering
are typically not considered together. Nevertheless, our results
demonstrate that surface steps are a source of generating
antiphase boundaries for the segregation-induced formation
of ordered phases in the subsurface of the solid solution
and inducing chemical disordering upon step bunching. Such
phenomena have not been recognized due to the difficulty of
probing the fast dynamics of the local atomic configurations
in both surface and subsurface.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we show the Au-segregation induced chem-
ical ordering in the subsurface of random alloys. Different
terraces of a stepped surface maintain the same composition
profile with the antiphase boundary formation in the subsur-
face. However, step bunching induces chemical disordering
in the subsurface of the bunched steps from the competing
actions of antiphase boundaries and stacking faults. These re-
sults demonstrate the instant propagation of surface dynamics
of atomic steps into the subsurface and are widely relevant
as the partitioning of alloying elements to free surfaces and
internal interfaces occurs in most multicomponent materials
under suitable environmental bias.
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